OCTOBER RAFFLE BLOCK
SHADOW LEAVES
Block drawing will be at the upcoming October, 2013 Meeting
This is fun, you do the work once and get 2 opposite colored blocks.

Need -- Fusible web larger than 6 x 6”
Fabric: Qty 3 -- 6 ½” squares
1 Gold, 2 Dark (one fabric any color)
Fabrics should read as a solids.
TRACE the motif below onto the back of fusible web. Cut web on outside lines.
FUSE unto back of Gold fabric; center to leave seam allowance around outside
CUT slits in straighter sections of inside of the border and around leaf by folding on lines & clipping w/ scissors. Slip tip of small scissors in slits and continue to cut out the inside of the border and the entire leaf motif.
Remove paper backing.
Place the gold background in center of one green square. Place the gold border and the separate leaf motif on the 2nd green square.
Do your best to place the leaf in the center so it looks like first block – fuse both blocks as fusible directs.

Voila – 2 opposite blocks.

Raffle Block team
Sue McGuire (482-3075), Jeanette Mann (372-3216) & Carolyn McCray (372-4875). Call us if you have questions.

Helpful to cut the fusible on outside lines after you trace motif)